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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on hi roo t
if only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau

,

Billboard: Coastal says 'no' to
By BRIAN McGUIRE
Edltor-In-chlef

"The best of Coastal Carolina College
say NO to drinking and driving," is what the
sign says. Almost 100 Coastal students
showed up to sign the anti-drinking-anddriving billboard at the dedication ceremony
on Thursday. Nov. 15, when it was IibveiJed
at Peterson Outdoor Adv~gCorporation.
Financed and produced by Coastal's
Inter-Greek Council and Peterson Outdoor
Adveztising Cmporation, the billboard will
be put up on the side of Hwy. SOl just east of
the Waccamaw Pouery.
President of the Inter-Greek Council,
Rich Zecchino, said the message on the
billboard expresses how Coastal's fraternities, sororities, and college students in general feel about drinking and driving.
"I think this is a very positive step,"
Zecchino said. 'The general perception is
that Greeks and college students have a bad
reputation for drinking and driving," he said
"This is our way of showing the community
that's not what we're all about"
Coastal's alcohol and drug prevention
counselor, Vicki Gardner, said she was happy
that students came out to sign the billboard.
"B y having the billboard signed the students
own the message," she said.
Gardner, said the billboard is a good
way to accentuate the positive side of pre-

vention. "The majority of students know
better than to drink and drive-many use
designated drivers and Sober Ride"
Gardner said.
Coastal's chancellor Ron EaJIin said
the billboard is another sign of maturity for
the students. He said be hopes that everyone who signed abe bead wiD lake il
seriously.
"1 don't think we've had any fatalities
this year, but there's usually one or two
students who die due to someone driving
drunk, "Eaglin said. "I'm heartened by the
amount of people that signed [the board],
but 1 hope they take it to hean," he said.
MaIk Stocks of Peterson Advertising
Corporation said the company was happy
to help oul in the billboard project. "It was
something we felt like we wanted to conttibute to," he saJd. "But the credit goes to
Coastal-we just helped facilitate everything."
South Carolina Highway Patrolman,
Corporal Mauro Andreucci , was also
present to sign the billboard. Andreucci
usually conducts the annual drinking experiment, where Coastal administrators
are tested on a breathali1..er after they
consume alcohol in the Student Center.
"Anything you do to promote prevention will pay ofT in the end," Andreucci
said.

New intramural field planned for spring
By MARK SIKES
Former SGA Treasurer

A new intramural field will fmally be
completed by the beginning of next semester, said Coastal admiJ,istrators.
Last year's administration of the Student
Government Association approved funds for
the construction of an Intramural Field to
benefit Coastal students. The field will be
located behind the Residence Halls.
This field is yet to be completed for

various unforeseen problems including:
an under estimation of the COStlo clear and
seed the property; a major drainage problem; and lack of additional monies to fund
the extra problems.
The completion of this project, however, is soon to come according to Vice
Chancellor for Fiscal Affairs, Sally Homer.
She said the college will take responsibility
for the extra expenses and make up for the
underestimation. The completion of the

field will be funded through the annual
Capital Project Fund that the college receives from the state.
This project has been in the planmng
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liThe feeble tremble before opinion, the
foolish defy it, the wise judge it, the skillful
direct it.· -Mme. Jeanne Roland

Editorial

Distributed by Tribune Media ServICes

Purchase offour million dollar
hotel should be postponed
The flagship campus, USC Columbia, continues to
sail farther and farther away from Coastal, the most
distressed of the branch campuses. How loud does
Coastal have to scream "S.O.S."? Either they are not
listening, or they just don't care.
While Coastal students and faculty are still trudging
through swampy parking lots and withering away in
portable classrooms, USC Columbia i~ pursuing the
purchase of a $3.95 million hotel building. A hotel?
That's right, a 240-room, IS-story hotel sitting on four
acres of land in downtown Columbia.
The federal government gave
USC the go
ahead earlier
this month.
Although
state higher
is spent
education
commissioner
Fred Sheheen says he "dislikes" the purchase, the USC
trustees' executive committee recommends that the board
of trustees approves the purchase of the hotel.
USC's top financial officer, Pete Denton, said, "It's
a heck of a deal."
Sure, it would be quite an acquisition, but does the
USC system really need such a "heck of deal" right now?
Apparently the trustees and the president of the USC
system have had few problems rationalizing the purchase. President John Palms said the building will
"fulftll a number of needs." But truthfully, we must
discern between needs and wants.
The president said the hotel could provide office
space for the Columbia faculty who are situated in offcampus space that is presently being leased. That may
be a valid problem, but to put this into perspective, USC
Columbia already has almost six million square feet of
campus space-over 400 gross square feet per full-time
student Coastal has only 118 gross square feet per fulltime student-363,266 feet of total space. Furthermore,
while we are the second largest school in the USC
system, Coastal is the only school in the USC system that
has 32,000 square feet of portable classrooms. What is
the problem here? This familiarly sounds like how some
large city governments deal with their homeless people
living on skid row. It is so easy for administrators to
pretend that skid row does not exist. But look no further,
because it exists here at Coastal. It's called ACEN,
ANEX, and WBAX-otherwiseknown as Mobile Home
University (MHU).
Although Columbia will have to fund their new
purchase internally, this type of activity damages the
university's political reparation with Coastal. Coastal
can not realistically negotiate with the university if they
are not able to recognize real problems.
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"Freedom is that faculty which enlarges
the usefulness of all oTher faculties."

I

-Kant

Monk's Comer I Ahasuerus
The Fisher King

Accursed of God, thou that wast chosen to do a great work, and hast not done it
Go, and return no more. Walk thy evil way
till it leads thee down to hell."
11

I

1'·' >';;:'' '1 nd thus is Parcival rebuked for his

~~:~;:?::I~~~

Adams Leeming). This refusal
calls to mind the events in Gethsemane
when Jesus cried out. '''Abba, Father!' he
said, For you everything is possible. Take
this cup away from me. But let it be as you,
not I, would have it,''' Of course, as hero
stories are wont to do, both Parcival and
J~sus undergo their trials and finish their
quests.
I'd like to pause for a moment and give
credit to the people whose works I've been
ripping ofT for the past few months. Leeming
is one, as is Jean-Paul Sartre and the rest of
the Exinstentialistsand that happy-go-lucky
crowd of the Theatre of the Absurd. But the
main influences are Joseph Campbell and
Carl Gustav Jung, whose works at times I
have shamelessly paraphrased withoutcredil
Oh well, as Olivier said: "If something is
good then take it, borrow it, as you will."
Which is the very idea of this series of
articles. They are an experiment into the
realm of the psyche: the things that make us
click inside and differentiate us from the
other treads in the wheel of life, like dogs or
cats or vaginal yeast infections. All things in

and restore ba

to health

A
the wheel of life are governed by instinct,
and instinct itself seems to be composed of
one main super-objective: survival (why
else would it govern the wheel oflife unless
it was pre-occupied with life). Of course. in
old "homo sapien there appears to be a
thing distinct from instinct that also helps to
govern our lives. This "thing" is consciou ness, that characteristic that allows u to
contemplate problems non-instinctive. Why
It

"Let the little guy free!"
we have to suffer and weather these problems, I have no definitive clue. Of course,
mythology offers some very interesting
ideas, such as the allegorical awakening of
Adam and Eve into consciousne and their
fall into continual hardship and suffering.
(Whether Yahweh or Satan is the hero of
this narrative--divine paren1/sadist master
ortempter/knowledge-bringer--isuptoyou.)
Irregardless ofconception, consciousnes is
definitely here to stay.
And as instinctive response continually impress themselves upon the consciousness (like "I gotta have some real
nourishment and not this lame-brained

grapefruit diet plan), there are uncon ious
response separate from in tinct that impress themselve upon the consciou ne
(like people with phobia of sUe y thing
like Jello-O). And as there are personal
unconscious problems that are bome of individuals' inability to handle all difficulties
of consciousness, there are collecti e unconscious problems that are inherited
thought-patterns or archetype. The archetypes are of many different characters,
from ideas of creations to apocalypse to
afterlivestodyinggods to ufferingservants
to heroes and quests.
Which draws our attention bac to
Parcival and the Holy Grail. The traditional
guardian of the Sangreal was a descendant
of Joseph of Arimathea, to whom Jesus had
entrusted the grail. The power of the grail
kept the smrounding land fertile and healthy,
and the presence of the relic was a.great
comfort to the people. Unfonunately.oneof
Joseph's descendants for some reason or
another was unwonhy of safeguarding the
grail; so the grail disappeared, the land slowly
became a wasteland, and the guardian was
struck by a never-closing wound or incurable disease--and thu was borne the Sinner
King or Fisher King. Only through many
trials and adventures could King Anhur'
knights solve the quest for the Holy Grail

unconsciou impul
The knight in shinin armor mu confront
hi demon ,be they instincti e witche that
stand to tum him into dog -in-continualheat or destructive olverine of pure
tistical bent, or be they oneon ioo dra
that breath neurotic/p chotic flTe. Onl
by confronting that triple-layered If 0
consciousne~instinc1/uncon j
can the
and
Fisher King heal h' psychic woo
deal with h' surroundings and neigh
10
a healthy, constructive. fertile ay. Only b
e ploring our inner, uncon'
in'
ti e rece se and our rationaVthin in
consciousne
can we gin to find our
grail of redemption.
Or as Robin iUiam
y in "The
Fi her King, "Let the little guy free! -though I shan't say in hat literal
mean it.

Letters to the Editor / readers respond
ODKjusta
popularity
contest
Dear Editor,
Recently, I had the honor of
being rejected by the Coastal
Carolina Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa. It is believed that eight or
nine ODK members showed up to
review applications and to vote. It
is also believed that ODK members not present were given foons
with applicants names and their
"accumulated points." Fwthermore, it is my understanding that
ODK's faculty advisor told members not to vote for any applicant
with less than eleven points.
Omicron Delta Kappa was
founded on the "tradition of the

idealism and leadership of George
Washington and Roben E. Lee,n
however, at Coastal it is nothing
more than a popularity contest.
Even if one is recommended by an
ODK member but other members
do not recognize that individual's
name on the voting fonn, it stands
to reason that the potential candidate will not gain membership.
ODK members will vote for those
they know and disregard the rest.
OrganizatiOQS such as ODK
need to realize that attending college IS the extracwricular activity
that many non-traditional students
panicipate in. As long as this so
called "select grOup" considers
participation in campus activities
more imp
t than proven leadership. more important than service to one's countty, and more
important than past and present
achievements of other non-tradi-

tional students, it is not worthy
of my membership.
Sincerely,
Margaret Campbell

Column not
understood
Dear Editor,
In response to David M.
Schulz's Jetter to the editor which
appeared in the October 22, 1991
issue of the Chanticleer. It is clear
to me, and I hope it is clear to those
who read it, that Mr. Schulz has not
inspected the column as closely as
hec1aims.
Mr. Schulz states that I "denigrate propeny rights" and &&[see]
the negation of property rights as
justifI3ble in order to meet the end. "
Since Mr. Schulz is unable to read
my min~ or my column apparently ~

I hall endeavor to clarify both. I
do not advocate the abolishment of

property rights and nowhere in
my column do I tate that I do. As
to Mr. Schulz' statement that "if
the individual is d~ied ... the
right to own property ... and do
with it whatever one choose then
no one's propeny rights are safe. "
If Mr. Schulz truly believes that
propeny ownerscan legally do with
their property anything they
choose, he is sorely mistaken.
The 1926 Supreme Court decision of Euclid vs. Amher Realty
Co. upheld stale, city, and local
government authority to regulate
and restrict land use "for the general welfare of the community."
This decision allows for zoning
laws which can encompas a wide
range ofrestrictions from the height
of buildings and style of architecture, to type of home and what kind

city ordinan
code building code , and man
more, all 0
hich re ulale
sonal propeny.
As for Mr. Schulz' in inualion that I do not &'[ understand]
implication of [m ] own
ments," I clearly do. If mr.
inspected my column c
he claim he would al .
Finally, in reference to
Schulz' statement that "you don't
cure an infected
Joppan
your own foot." I would hardl
compare the destruction of the environment ith an infected
Mr. Schulz' analogy i absurd
but does serve to pro e h'
point: "people are rarely la
cultivaae rationality."
Sincerely.
Karin iechert
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-ignorance never settles a question,-OisraeJi

For Your Consideration / Jerald Murray, columnist

!II~~~~~~§!~~

war-a war for ideological supremacy (a
war for people's minds). This is an expansion of the fIrst, but since the latter is so
intense, it is a war within a war. The war is
everywhere. Example: Donahue had the
"marriage" of two gay males on his show
this year. Why? Not for ratings, but rather
to push (ever so slyly) his ideology. I made
the easy and correct prediction that the word
"enlightened" would be used during the
show, Why care? One should care, because
the leading ideologies shape the world. Everyone will choose sides (like it or not), but
the tools necessary to make a responsible
choice are needed. Note that, as a rule,
people who've made their choice avoid discussion about these "tools."
As a Christian, naturally I suggest that
one look in the Bible for logical ideological
parameters. Everyone isn't a Christian
though, and some are atheistic; such people
often don't care for such a suggestion.
Whatever your religious preference, there is
a tool that will never fail when properly
applied. That tool is logic. I will not teach

logic at length in this column. One should
take a course in logic if possible-ones life
could be changed. However, so that everyone will have a good idea of what logic is
about, I'll give a classic example. The
premise: All men are mortal. The second
premise: George Bush is a man. Conclusion: Bush is a mortal. The principle of this
simple example can be applied universally ..
Logic is a systematic approach to problems.
Logic is so wonderful, why would anyone
use anything else? Answer: some things are
not pennitted within logic, and many people
want something to begin where logic says
stop.
There are many philosophies, but I wish
to discuss the most used, rationalism (many
unknowingly use it). Rationalism is popular
because it "tickles the ears" of many people.
That is to say, people hear what they wish to
hear, as opposed to how things are. Consider
so-called Biblical moderates. Ifone believes
that a god exists and that he created the earth
and man, it wouldn't be logical to not believe
that god could also put a baby in the womb
of a virgin or perform other miracles. Rationalism makes such contradicting beliefs
possible. Rationalism makes whatever one
thinks, or does, quite alright, hence its appeal.
Rationalism's point of reference (POR)

makes all this possible, I will discuss POR in
detail in the future. Using rationalism one
can: avoid responsibility for your own actions, change the meaning of words to suit
your own agenda, believe theories that have
little or no evidence supporting them, support agendas that historically cause social
problems (e.g. racism, welfare, drugs), and
oppose agendas that have historically improved society (e.g. strong family unit, strong
military). All of the above, and countless
others not listed, are not logically permissible. I have only skimmed the surface of
rationalism, but the deeper one goes, the
further from logic one gets.
The Psychology involved in the War
One needs to be aware of the psychology used by many. Consider the terms
"enlightened" and "politically correct" (PC).
"Enlightened" is used because "educated"
doesn't mean or work the same. Everyone
wishes to be enlightened, and the inference
when used is that to disagree is to be backward. PC refers to not offending anyone
politically-an obvious impossibility.
However, one would be shallow to stop
criticism there, as many do, because the
pushers of PC are not concerned with its

practicality-for them it is a tool to achieve
political goals. PC is for ESP'~xtra
stupid people (a very un-PC statement).
More examples: one could refer to
those having opposing beliefs as having
"undeveloped minds." If their beliefs are
logical, that becomes an immature, though
psycho-effective, statement. Also, cliches
such as "the end will always justify the
means, tt and "if your toe is infected, you
don't cut off your foot" often are used.
Argument by cUche alone is not permissible
in logic. Such statements must be logically
backed up. For instance, you would treat an
infected toe. Logically, you would also
prevent future infection by eliminating the
original cause. Furthermore, maybe the
end does justify the means. The answer
may be strictly opinion, or logical fact.
Cliches alone mean nothing, but are used
for propaganda purposes to sway opinion.
As one goes through life, one can take
my fIrst suggestion and study the Bible for
direction, or one can use logic alone, The
sad lives are those that arbitrarily choose
parameters to live by depending on how
they feel tha~ day. The choice ofan ideology
is a personal decision, but everyone's quality of life depends upon that choice.

Environmentally Aware / Karin Wiechert, columnist

IIIE~i~E~!~~~j

old law that allows anyone, including foreign companies to mine for gold and other
"hard-rock" minerals on public lands free of
charge. If valuable minerals are found, the
company can pay $2.50 to $5.00 per acre
and mine them for free. There are no monthly
fees, no royalties, no percentages to pay, and
no requirement to clean and restore old
mining sites. The mining companies dig
huge, gaping holes in the earth, and poison
the land and water with cyanide, arsenic,

cadmium, nickel, lead, and mercury. When
they have utterly destroyed one area, they
just move on to the next.
The article states that an abandoned
copper mine in Butt~, Montana has poi-

ened by a proposed copper, gold and silver
mine only two miles from its border.
The report says that 10,000 mileS of
river are estimated by the U.S. Bureau of
Mines to be contaminated by mining waste

"The mining companies dig huge, gaping holes in the earth,
and poison the land and water ... "
soned wells 100 miles away, contaminated
soil, and the poisonous run-off is killing
fIsh. Many national parks, forests, and recreation areas are threatened by mining claims
that were filed before the lands became
protected. Similarly, Yellowstone is threat-

r

1991·92 Essay Contest
The Market and Mother Nature:

Responses

of a Free Society to Environmental Concerns
College Division
The Foundation for
First prize -- $1500
Economic Education, Inc.
Second Prize -- $1000
Irvington-on-Hudson,
Third Prize -- $500
New York 10533

products, and 3.2 million acres of public
lands are being used for mining.
These figures are shocking and appalling. How an apparent government oversight of such magnitude can remain unchanged for so many years is evidence of the

Essays should present the positive moral
case for a free society, As an aid to contestants, we have prepared a booklet with
articles and a bibliography on the subject

Sponsor:
The Foundation for Economic Education is
the publisher of "The Freeman," a monthly
journal of ideas on liberty. Founded in 1946
FEE is a nonprofit, nonpolitical educational
and research organization offering books,
lectures, and seminars that promote an understanding of the free market, private

political power of big businesses and the
desperate need for environmental awareness and action.
Big businesses are a Goliath foe, but we
are not unarmed. We elect our own politicians, and all of us are capable of writing
letters to our lawmakers.
Environmental groups offer our greatest weapon: education. Join one. Most
offer student discounts. Even if school
prevents you from attending meetings,
newsletters and magazines contain a wealth
of information.
We do not have to sit idly by and watch
big businesses destroy our public lands, our
heritage, and our home.

"

property. and limited government philosophy.

Eligibility:
The college division is open to college students 23 years old or younger. Essays may
not exceed 2500 words and must be postmarked by January 15, 1992
Theprofessor instrumental in encouraging
the submission of the fIrst-place essay in
each division will be awarded a fellowship
for a FEE summer seminar.
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"The great hope of society is individual
character. -Channing
A

No Means No / Arthur Walker, guest columnist
An essay concerning Da e ape
into McDonald's and ordering a Big Mac
and the cashier gives you a Filet-o-fish, but
when you complain, she says, "I knew what
you really wanted:' You would probably
throw that sandwich at her and demand your
money back. But in date rape, a woman can
not return her emotional and physical sufferings.
Another reason men think she does not
mean "NO" is because of the way she dresses.
Men thiflk a short skirt and a halter worn
without a bra means she is loose and wants
to have sex. This does not hold water either.

Welcome to My ·World /
ommunication does not exist
without a response, and neither
does a well-rounded college
education. We must talk about
the issues that confront our daily
lives. The time has come to be counted.
Part of college education is to become
aware and to see in proper perspective what
we believe in and hold as truth. But this
must be be explained to all who can hear,
this is owed to society. Remaining part of
the silent crowd is not conformity but deviance. because there is more individuality

in a group than is apparent People are
unique whether they are alone or amongst
other people.
We must not forget what we have.
Exercising the fust amendment is as important as flexing your biceps or washing your
Toyota.
Picture this in your mind: Walking
toward the Student Center on a brisk autumn
morning, you observe a gathering crowd.
Upon further inspection, your sight becomes
fixed upon a nervous twenty-year-old
standing on the frontsteps giving an oratory.

On hot summer days, wotnen at the beach
may wear next to nothing due to the heat, not
because they want to have sex. Guys wear
suggestive clothing and walk around without wearing shirts, but women do not assume that they want to have sex because of
it If God blessed a person with a great body,
that person Should be able to show it off by
wearing clothes that complement their bodies without fearing that they may be assaulted
because of it.
Probably the biggest reason men do not
accept" 0" is peer pressure. AU the guys

are talking about how they did "it with a girl
and they don ' t v/ant to feel left ou Guy
also tal about cenain women he are guarantied to give in for sex. Even if thi i
when a man· with a moman and she sa
0," that an wer hould be respected ven
if she has been with twenty guy and had x

4C

with them all.
The bottom line i no matter hat men
want to believe once the woman say c. 0 ,"
it must mean" 0." Respecting a woman'
rights is more important than a man' desire
for sex. We as human should be able to
control ourdesiresand think rationally about
all the consequence that can happen if men
do not thin and acc~" 0" .. 0 ."

Stuart Axelrod, columnist
It doesn't matter exactly what he is saying
but only that he cares enough to say it. You
can only admire him, for you can see how his
values are shaping his life and our world. He
is reaching p~ that few of us will ever
aspire to.
As a growing minority of social activists becomes more vocal. our lives here at
Coastal become more full. These are the
whispers of wisdom that fuel the winds of
change. For we must all remember that
these are the "ancient times to come."
In closing. let us remember that this was

Magic's week. He knocked on all our
Perhaps Jim Reeves of the Fort orth tarTelegram said it best
"AIDS came home lOourneighborbood
today. Mine and yours. It pulled up a chair.
sat down in our mich and began shakin
hands, as if it belonged there. as if it wasn't
wearing the dark hood and the death rn of
the Grim Reaper. As if - and the . Ihe
scary pan - it as an old friend, come to
pay its respects. "
So, if in order to be tall one mu wal
with giants - thank God for Magic.

Powers that be / DonaldMillus,pro/essoro/English
ow mariy of you readers think the
Bible is important? Now how
many of you mentally said "Yes!"
(or even "Amen!")? Would you
be willing to leave your family,
your home town, and your country so more
people could read the words of the Bible?
And when you left, by the way, there
would be a strong possibility that you would
never come home again. In fact. you would
become a fugitive in a cold foreign land, and
eventually be garotted, your body burned at
the stake because of your outspoken-and
written-religious and political views.
A SOOth Anniversary
What I have described is exactly what
William Tyndale did. The 500th anniversary of his birth comes up in 1994. His
enthusiasm for translating the Bible from
Greek and Latin to his native English and his
faith in the power of the word itself to

change men's hearts and their history led to
his leaving England as a young man and
never returning from his self-imposed exile
in Europe.
I am writing this in a comfortable U.S.
Air lounge in Philadelphia on my way home
to South Carolina from a Sixteenth Century
Studies Conference. (B) the way, W. c.
Fields was fully right about Philadelphiaalthough he never enjoyed the hospitality of
the University of Pennsylvania. the Penn
Towers, and the cafeteria-style-gourmet
Eden restaurant) Historians, art scholars,
scholarly editors, and all sorts of other
atypical academics talked about the century
that begot the first Queen Elizabeth,
Shakespeare, and the Bible in English. Even
when we had a few beers together after all
the papers, we talked about next year in
Atlanta and getting a sessior. on Tyndale' s
influence on English. The "powers that be:'
(a phrase, like many others, coined by
Tyndale) would welcome us back. (I se-

cretly hope that the Braves will repeat as
National League champs so I might be able
to see Jane Fonda do the chop in person.)
One of our group of Tyndale scholars was
already planning a quincentennial celebration in England complete with a presentation
of the Yale Edition of Tyndale' s Biblemodem spelling-to abe queen of England
(or the King?) or at least to the Bishop of
London, whose sixteenth centwy predecessor could have sponsored Tynda1e's bible
translation. (He didn~t.)
Someone even suggested that we helicopter-Tyndale would approve of making
a noun a verb-across to Vilvorde, Belgium,
where Tyndale was put to death. There is a
monument there, but the local residents have
mostly neglected it, even digging up the
flowers someone planted at its base.
o matter about statues of monuments,
however. The bibles in English since then
have all become monuments to Tyndale's
transIations of the ew Testament and a

good part of the Old. If not sunply copied or
pirated, Tynda1e' scholarly and powerful
translation from Latin, ~ and even
Hebrew~ became either a standard to
guided by or a light leading others to
the
possibilitie of the English language for the
words of men and women as well as the
Word of God.
Tyndale would perhaps not be surprised
that the language wanaed ID put hi sacred
scriptures into has today become the woridwide language of commerce and diplomacy.
h was, after all English merchan
gave him food and shelter, even smu
his controversial books and uanslation
across the English (!) Olannel.
Faith and belief in the words Tynda1e
translated have waxed and waned over the
centuries. 1be power of the written word
has only grown. 0 wriler of Engli
ever given more of himself, mind, heart,
soul. and body, to increase that power than
William Tynda1e.

•
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liThe rule of my life is to make business a
p leasure, and pleasure my business."
-Aaron Burr

Coastal's presentation of Aunt Dan & Lemon
designed to make audience uncomfortable
Submitted by Public Relations
Coastal Carolina College Theater will
present Aunt Dan and Lemon Friday, Nov.
22 at 7:30 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 23 at 7:30
p.m., and Sunday, Nov. 24 at 3 p.m. Aunt
Dan and Lemon is a contemporary morality
play that includes adult language and situations. All perfonnances will be held in
Wheelwright Auditorium on the college
campus.
The play takes the audience into the
world of a young recluse named Lemon who
spends her nights reading chronicles of Nazi
atrocities. Lemon tells the audience of the
overwhelming influence in her life of Aunt
Dan, an eccentric professor and friend of her
parents whose seductive opinions enthrall
Lemon. The relationship that develops be-

tween the two women and their many conversations fonn the focus of this play about
political orientation and the allure of certain
ideas and attitudes - even when they lead to
murder. Aunt Dan and Lemon explores the
ease with which good and bad become reconciled in the mind.
Playwright Wallace Shawn offers in
the preface to the play, "Notes in justification of putting the audience through a difficult
evening." Shawn writes. "The difficulty is
physical. psychological and emotional. The
structure of this play is often most unpalatable. Lemon and Dan have long, quiet
monologues in which they address the audience directly interspersed with brief scenes
with people from Lemon' s memory."
John Peter of the Sunday Times of

London said. "The play is an astringent and
uncomfortable experience, both demoralizing and invigorating: like a breath of black,
fresh air."
"This is not a frivolous play or an
evening of light entertainment," said director Sandi Shackelford. "In fact, it makes me
feel like I've been kicked in the stomach by
a mule. Considering some ugly events that
are rearing their heads in the world today, it
is a timely and important play."
Aunt Dan and Lemon features Coastal
students Auburn Boyd, Nicola Spechko,
David Russell, Molly Dedham, Michael
"Sculley" Deakins, Michael Brady, Matt
Morris, Steven Camp, Dargan Baldwin.
Jennifer Okola and Tremetrius Tate. Cast
members from the community include Robin

Edwards, a Coastal graduate with an M.F.A.
in acting from USC Columbia.
Tickets for Aunt Dan and Lemon are 58
for adults and $6 for students, and are
available in the Wheeiwright Box Office.
open weekdays from noon to 5 p.m. Tickets
may be purchased by telephone and charged
to MasterCard or VISA, daily from noon to
5 p.m.
.
Other Coastal Carolina College Theater
productions include Rosencrantz and
Guildenstem Are Dead, Tom Stoppard's
chilling and funny walk with Shakespeare's
Hamlet through the eyes of his college
friends, Feb. 21,22 and 23; and Crossroads.
an audience participation play written es~ially for children, April 24, 25 and 26.
For more infonnation, call the Wheelwright .B ox Office at 349-2502.
t

~minations

for j{omecom{ng .
1(jng .& Qjteen

UCB AUTOMATIC TELLER
MACHINE IS HERE!
Located in the Bookstore Hallway
Open 24 Hours a day
Honor, Relay, and Plus cards accepted.

Senior Art Show
Opening Reception December 3,2:30 - 5:00 p.m. in CEGS in
the Gallery. Show Dates: December 3-17.

--.9lpp{ications are inSC 1Wom 206.
--Contestants must be sponsorea
by a c{ub.
--1Jeaa{ine for app{ications is
9f9vember 22, 1991.
--Winners will be crownea auring halftime of the men's baskf,tba[{gami
:February 8, 1992.
--Winners wire be chosen by stuaent vote
:February 5 & 6.
\ ...

•
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MGood company in a journey makes the way
to seem the shorter. M -/zaak Walton

Coastal students go abroad in excha g
By AMY CLARK
staff Reporter

For three Coastal students the past
summer was spent abroad learning a foreign
language and experiencing a new culture.
Julie Smith, Lisa Thompson, and Robert
Stubbs took part in the Study Abroad Program, along with students from colleges
across the state. Smith, a junior. spent four
weeks in Grenoble. France in the French
Intensive language program. For five days
a week Smith's French classes consisted of
three hours of lecture, class participation
lab, and out of class projects dealing with
trips into the city to markets and such.
Smith had taken only one semester of
• French before the trip.
"It is much easier to speak French while
you're in the country, because everything
you do must be in French. I feel like I speak
the language much better."
The class enjoyed many trips from the
university to places such as Annecy. Lyons
along the Riviera and were able to see part of
the Tour de France.
Although most French students were
gone from the university for the summer,
Smith was able to meet students from 12
countries.
"It was a good experience to go to
school with students from around the world.
You understand that foreigners really aren't
that foreign-they are real people too," said

Usa Thompson and Robert Stubbs traveled to Mexico where they not only learned
Improved language skills. but learned to deal wl1h another culture as well (photo by
Steve Westlund).
Smith.
"The French culture is all very different. Religion is a major difference. The
majority of the people were Catholic. The
French are more liberal and free than Americans. They" were much happier." Smith
explained.
"Also the French means of transportation are much different than ours. There is
no need fora car. Between the train system
and bus system. you could get just about
anywhere in the country," she said.
"The program was well wonh it. I
learned a lot and enjoyed it I recommend

it"
Thompson and Stubbss, seniors taking
part in the Spanish Intensive Language Pro-

gram, spent a month in Cuemaraca, Mexico.
Both Spanish minors. the two felt the
program would enable them to improve
comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar,
and get an understanding of the Spanish
culture.
Classes went from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. with
two hours focused on grammar and two
hours on conversation and Spanish games.
Every week students had a different teacher,
most of whom spoke only Spanish.
The students also too trips to cities and
visited archaeological sites, pyramids,
markets, and cathedrals.
Stubbs said he lived with an older
woman and her son in an aparunentbuilding
where most of the extended family also

lived.
The cultural differences they experienced included cleanline
eatin habi
and the concept of time.
"It was difficult to adju tto their mea
and when they had lhem. Breakfast
small,usuallycon i tingoffrui or rtiH
Lunch was the main meal of the da . B
stores~ busine ses, and everything
close in the aftem n for lunch. Dinner
usually very light and wa served in th
evening," Thompson explained.
Stubb felt cleanlines was one 0 th
fIr t difference obviou bet een
and the U.S. 'Everything had a layer 0 du
on it at all time. You could not drin th
water: said Stubb .
Thompson and Stubb felt that cri
was not a major problem in Mexico, a mi conception they had before the trip.
Thompson said, "I felt safe going ou 1bere
wa a gate kept loc eel ataII times in front or
every house."
Both agreed that the trip was well orth
4

it.
"I wish I could have stayed longer.
When we got bac we felt Ii e it had
na
wee end trip," said Thompson.
Stubb concluded. "It was a great e perience. I recommend it to anyone, even i
you can't speak Spani h--tyou ill learn it
on this lrip."
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At the
junction of
Hwys.544 &
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Co
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Returning Students' Association i pleased to announce that sales for their "RSA Happy Time Coupon
Book" are currently taking place. This boo of coupon,
with a valut: of over $200, can be yours for the mall price
of$5!
The boo includes coupon from restauran
ch
as Garcia's, Chung Wah, Good Time, and the Plum Tree
Restaurant For those of you in a hurry, there are coupons
from Subway, Burger King, Cajun Joe' , and Fatbac
Cafe, to name a few ~ For a night of entertainment, u th
coupons for Atlantis ightlife, Studebaker' , or the
Afterdeck., among others. You can also get big aving for
tanning, flowers, miniature golf, bowling, and much, much
more.
So, spend a few and save a lot! Buy on boo or
several for gifts, from any RSA member. We will also
selling the books Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. in the Student Center Overflow.
The money earned from sales will go for'SCholarships and other RSA activities.
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"A fishing-rod was a stick with a hook at
one end and a fool at the other.·
-Samuel Johnson

Around the nation ...
Secret society opens
doors to women
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CPS) Yale's exclusive all-male Skull and
Bones society will begin admitting
women.
A vote by alumni on Oct 25 cleared
the way for the initiation of six women
students who were asked to join last
May. The club initiates the 15 "best and
brightest" Yale seniors who are chosen
during their junior year-supporters of
the women said that to continue admitting the school's "15 best," women had
to be included.
The Skull and Bones was one of
only two remaining secret societies at
Yale that did not admit women after the
school became co-ed in 1969. Some
prestigious members of the club include
President Bush and conservative columnist William F. Buckley.
Buckley is one of the leading opponents of the women and last month led
a group that sued to keep the women out.

Study: Many women of
childbearing age still
smoke
AlLANTA (CPS) - A recent study
released by the Centers for Disease
Control shows that nearly one third of
women of childbearing age smoke. Of
that number, 59 percent said they smoked
more than 15 cigarettes a day.
Of the 30 percent of the women who
do smoke, the majority were older and
less educated. Only 21 percent of the
smokers were under age 25 and only 19
percent had completed a college education.
The survey, conducted in 1989, also
showed that women in Wisconsin and
Maine had the highest number of women
smokers of childbearing age (18 to 44),
and Texas and the District of Columbia
had the lowest.
The CDC targeted women of
childbearing age because it said women
who smoke during pregnancy have a
higher risk of miscarriage and their babies are more likely to be low birth
weight or have sudden infant death syndrome.

College fishing experiment pays off
Slbmltted by Public Relations
Offshore bottom fIShing for grouper
and snapper out of ports in the Carolinas has
become tougher in recent years. Roller nets
have not only depleted stocks but have tom
up the bottom from 40 to 60 miles offshore.
Even occasional anglers, such as the collegians and their coaches fIShing in the Coastal
Carolina Invitational, a college fishing match
and seminar begun in 1974, noticed the
difference.
This year the collegiate anglers switched
to "inshore" drift fishing just an hour offshore, and it worked. No grouper were
taken, but last year in two days of fishing in
30 fathoms of water, well offshore, they
caught only one grouper over five pounds
and no "genuine" red snapper. Last week's
18th annual Coastal Carolina Invitational

produced some fme fishing closer to shore.
"We decided to take a basic half-day
trip for blacldish, but also put out live lines
for king mackerel,tt said tournament director Don Millus. "Live bait and cigar minnows
paid off when we got into kings, robia, and
dolphin."
Even Captain Tommy Swatzel who
skippered the Capt. Bill out of Captain Dick's
Marina in Murrells Inlet was surprised at the
catch. "We were only 17 miles offshore and
we had dolphin and cobia around the boat
this late in the season," he said.
Student anglers from Francis Marion
College, the University of North CarolinaWilmington, and Coastal Carolina College
reeled in gamefish, sharks, and black sea
bass weighing up to three pounds. One
cobia was tagged and released. Francis

Marion won the Invitational and UNCW
placed second.
The Coastal Carolina Invitational began in the 1950' s in Nova Scotia as part of
the international tuna cup competitions.
Teams from Canada and New England have
competed in the Coastal Carolina event in
the past
Prizes were donated by Abu Garcia,
Ande, Berkley. Daiwa, DuPont, Plano,
Shimano, Wright & McGill, and Zebco.
The Grand Strand Salt Water Anglers held
an awards cook-out for students and coaches
at the end of the tournament. The major
sponsor was the Coastal Educational Foundation, Inc.
For more information about the Coastal
fIShing team, contact Don Milius at 4481481.

Talbert publishes second book in four years
"Negative Intelligence: The Army and the American Left 1917-1941"
Submitted by Public ReIOtfons
Roy Talbert Jr., professor of history at
Coastal, recently had a book published by
the University Press of Mississippi. The
book "Negative Intelligence: The Army and
the American Left 1917-1941," is the second
book he has published in four years.
The following book review was prepared by Richard Collin, professor of govemmentand international studies at Coastal.
Talbert attended Furman University on
an academic scholarship and graduated with
honors in 1965. He was offered and accepted
a National Defense fellowship at Vanderbilt
University, where he earned his master's
degree and Ph.D., both in history. He was a
captain in the Army, serving in the DirectorateofCounterintelligence in the Pentagon,
for which he recieved a Meritorius Service

Medal.
After leaving active military service,
Talbert took a job in 1974 with Ferum College
in Virginia as assistant professor of history.
In 1979, he returned to South Carolina to
accept a position at Coastal as vice chancellor
for academic affairs. He returned to teaching in 1984 and is now chair of Coastal's
Department of History.

·Book Review
By RICHARD COLLIN
Professor of government

Professor Roy Talbert Jr. of the Coastal
Department of History has produced his
second book in four years. Entitled "Negative Intelligence: The Anny and the American Left 1917-1941," Talbert's study is the
result of several years of research and two
decades of interest in the subject.
Talbert's fascination with Military Intelligence (MQ stems from his own experienceasan intelligence officer with the United
States Army in the early 1970's. When it
was publicly revealed that the U.S. Army
had been conducting domestic intelligence
operations against anti-war activists and
political radicals during the Vietnam conflict,
the Army asked Talbert to prepare a comprehensive study of MI's role in "negative
intelligence. "
Returning to the subject as a political
historian and discovering that much of his
own Army work was still classified, Talbert
began pushing backwards in time, trying to
discover how and when the practice of

negative intelligence had begun. The result
is a fascinating exploration of the American
spy community from the beginning of World
War I down to the start of World War II.
Convinced that the security of the USA was
threatened by subversives, anarchists, Bolsheviks, draft dodgers, birth control advo-.
cates, African-American activists, and trade
union organizers, the Army tried to become
a universal intelligence agency, dealing with
both domestic and foreign intelligence, and
breaking a number of laws in the process.
Negati ve Intelligence was published by
the University Press of Mississippi in 1991
and is available at the Coastal book:store.
Also published by the University of
Mississippi, Talbert's previous book: was
entitled "FOR's Utopian: Arthur Morgan of
the TVA." The famous and eccentric Arthur
Morgan was a progressive thinker and en- .
gineer who tleaded the Tennessee Valley
Authority during the Roosevelt Administration.
Talbert has recently enjoyed two tributes to his leadership and scholarly abilities:
he was promoted to the rank of full professor
of history, and elected chair of the Department of History at Coastal.

Crime Prevention Tips
If a person has a certain mentality and the proper opportunity, a crime may occur. It is up to all of us not
to give a person the chance to commit a crime. If the proper precautions are taken, then a major reduction in
crime can happen. All it takes is some good common sense and a little time. A "College Community Watch"
will provide everyone with a sense of belonging and create a base for a fruitful academic environment.
Walking at night is sometimes a must Please report any inoperative lights to Maintenance Services at
extension 2153 or to the College Police Department at extension 2177 or 347-3228.
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"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male.·
-Kipling

HCHEC appoints two ne
From News Release
The Horry County Higher Education
Commission announces the appoinunent of
two new members to fill expired tenos. Joan
S. Gause of Loris and James C. Page of
Conway will each serve four-year terms as
Commission members.
Gause, a guidance counselor with the

Joan S. Gause

Horry County Department of Educatioo,
has been involved in education for 20 years.
She received a bachelor's degree in home
economics education from South Carolina
State College in 1972 and a master's degree
in secondary guidance counseling from the
University of South Carolina in 1983. She
is a member of the National Association of
Student Activity Advisors and the Finklea
Career Center Advisory Council. She is
also a member of the Horry County Extension Homemakers Club where in 1987 she
placed third as Harry County Extension
Homemaker of the Year.
Page is the senior vice president of the
MBAFB Federal Credit Union. He earned a
bachelor's' degree in accounting from
Western Carolina University in 1971. Page
is a member of the South Carolina Credit
Union Managers Association and the
Conway Optimist Club. He is also a member of the industrial subcommittee of the
Conway Chamber of Commerce.
John W. Dawsey and Edward M. Henry,
both of Conway, were reappointed to the
commission for four-year terms.
The Horry County Higher Education

me

e

Around the nation ...

Commission was formed in 1959 by the
South Carolina General Assembly to develop higher education opportunities for
students of Horry County. Clark Parker of
Myrtle Beach is the chair. Commission
members are recommended by the Horry
County Legislative Delegation and appointed by the governor of South Carolina.

Aggressi
andaliz

James C . Page

elas ifieds

"The Look Everyone Loves"
Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

"Coastal Day"
Every Monday
$2.00 off haircut

WASHINGlO (CPS -Aaxlrding to recently re1~ statistics by the
Commerce Department' Census Bureau, the proportion of
een
the ages of 35 and 44
completed
college increased during the 1
'
The report said that 17 percent of
black men in the age group had a con e
education in 1990 compared ith seven
percent in 1980.
Fifteen percent of black women in
the 35 to44 age group had coU
degrees
in 1990 compared ith nine percent in
1980.

Exchange Program - Take your break in
GreatBritian! Exchange vacations arranged
between students in England and America.
Discount air fare available. Contact STUDENTS ABROAD, LID.• P.O. Box 944.
Orangeville, CA 95662. Tel: (800) 4288538 Fax: (916) 635-1165
Term papers professionally typed - $2/page,
spell check, computer saved, call Sunny at.
293-2039.
P.E. Center will be closed ov. 28·- Dec. 1
Campus Food Services will be closed ov.
28-30.
Attention Siders - Ski trip during Christmas
break. Wht2'e: Stowe, Vermont. When:
January 5-10. Open to all who want to go
College Week. Lots of activites,lots of fun!
Call Karl Rangel at. 293-2176.
~

//

Halloween Hike

me
U

inner

oney for UI'~Aft

T -shirt winners: Joan Caldwell
and Vicki Gardner
$25 Gift Certificate: Pat West

Health Fair
Wednesday, ovember 20,
9 a.m. - 2 p.m., SC Ovetflow.
Cholesterol Screening $5
other stuff free.
~

SANTA BARBARA Calif. (CPS
- A controversial gti po underground
feminists has been making midnigh mi
of fraternity house at the unl ersi of
California at Santa Barbara to prole
sexist tteatment of women.
The anonymou group tac
u
graphic pornographIC p ' lUreS of women
with caption such as· this is ho fra&ernities see you:' and spray-pam an
messages in their ate.
The organization, which call i I
the ·'Creative Underground etw
0
Truthful Sisters" has held candler h
vigils to celebrate the death of
I m.
The group' m
emayelicit ympathy, but its methods are controversial.
·'They are no more than comm
criminals," said a
esperson Ii Pill
Kappa Psi, the only fraternity to fi a
formal complaint
Others, however feel the aggressive group i making a tton
for women. uTheyare genin the '
done." said Dan Hilldale, a staff writer
who has followed the group an
Oail
exus. the UCSB ne
.
xism
is deeply ingrained at this SChool."

~

(CPS) -- The number of top omen
administrators in college
increased
in recent years, according to data co lected by the Office of Women an Hi
r
Education of the Amencan Counell
Education.
Though women have gamed po
the data reflects tha1 the median
for female admini ttalO a era e
percent Ie than that of male admlDl tra
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"Philanthropies and charities have a certain
.
air of quackery. •
-Emerson

Around the nation ...
Trick or treat. .. Give me
something good to eat
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (CPS) Smarties, Tootsie Rolls, bubble gum and
asparagus.
Asparagus? Yep. And tomatoes.
That's what trick-or-treaters took home
from the house of Harvard University
President Neil Rudenstine this Halloween.
Unlike his predecessor, Derek Bok,
who offered candy, Rudenstine invited
ghosts, princesses, Mutant Ninja Turtles
and Bart Simpsons in for hors d' oeuvres,
the Harvard Crimson reported.
Angelica Rudenstine said, "I hope
you liked our tomatoes. They're much
better on the arteries than candy is."

Oakland fire causes one
student death
OAKLAND, Calif. (CPS) - A flre
that destroyed almost 2,SOO homes and
caused $5 billion in damage also claimed
23 lives, one of whom was a University
of California at Berkeley sophomore.
Segall Livnah, 18, a biology student
who earned top grades, died in her
mother's house.
About 168 Berkeley faculty members and administrators lost their homes
to the fIre and an estimated 300 students
were homeless.
The rrre came within a half of a mile
of the campus, forcing classes to close
for a day.
Investigators said the cause of the
rrre was suspicious.

Student recants rape
COLLEGE STATION, Tex. (CPS)
- Texas A & M University is continuing its investigation of its Corps of cadets after allegations of sexual harassment by several women cadets.
But one female student who said
she was raped by some male members of
the corps told university investigators
recently that she lied about the assault
The university also issued a statement saying that the committee investigating the harassment complaints had
confIrmed some of the charges.
In the statement, Texas A & M
president William H. Mobley said, "The
actions of one person or group of people
should not be viewed as an indictment of
the corps, the student body or the university itself."

Coasta1's headline news / Public Relations a/Coastal
School of Education receives grant to help students
The School of Education at Coastal has
been awarded $29,998 in grant monies to
fund a program designed to enhance the
academics oflow income and at-risk students
in Horry and Georgetown counties.
The funding breakdown is $19,998 from
federal sources, or 67 percent of the total
monies, and $10,000, or 33 percent, in
matching funds from Coastal.
The student community service program, entitled TARGET: Teaching and

Coastal's Dame
featured as
keynote speaker
in Netherlands
Richard Dame, Coastal professor of
marine science and Palmetto Professor, was
the keynote speaker at the European Marine
Biology Symposium in the Netherlands.
Dame presented a lecture, entitled "A
Geohydrolic Continuum Theory to Explain
the Evolution of Marsh-Estuarine Ecosystems in Response to Sea Level Rise. II The
presentation was based on a paper from the
ideas and work of Dame, Coastal biology
professor Eric Koepfler, and post-doctoral
scholar Dan Childers. The paper seeks to
explain how sea level rise influences the
development of marshes and estuaries in the
coastal area of the southeastern United States.
The paper will be published in a special
issue of the Netherlands Journal of Sea
Research.
Dame has been the Palmetto Professor
in 1990 and 1991. The professorship is
funded through an endowment created by a
$50,000 Cutting Edge grant from the South
Carolina Commission on Higher Education
and a $SO,OOO grant from the Coastal Educational Foundation.
Dame joined the Coastal faculty in 1971
as professor and chair of the marine scinece
program.
Dame has conducted research with the
Belle W. Baruch Institute for Marine Biology and Research, The Institute of Ecology
at the University of Georgia, and the
Rijkesinstituut for Nature Management in
The Netherlands. Dame also has served as
a consultant for the U.S. Department of
Justice, the South Carolina Coastal Council,
and the Smithsonian Institute. He taught
coral reef ecology at Discovery Bay, Jamaica, in 1985, 1987, and 1989.

Reaching Goals in Education Today, provides volunteers who will work with students
individually or in small groups.
Volunteers will be selected from
Coastal's School of Education and from the
community to be trained to assist students at
designated sites after school.
According to Tommye Ellison, education professor and project director, the
TARGET program provides an opportunity
for education majors to become involved in

a community service project and promotes
the importance of volunteerism. It also
serves to encourage responsibility and community leadership, she said.
The program, co-sponsored by ACTION and Coastal, was developed by Coastal
faculty members Sharon Thompson and
Richard Moore.
For more infonnation, or to find out
how to volunteer, call Ellison at ext. 2610.

!! REGISTER NOW!!
It's easier than registering for the draft.

Spring 1992 Registration
November 12 - November 26
WHY STAND IN LINES IF
YOU DON'T HAVE TO?
The registration process at Coastal is simple! To avoid having to
stand in lines, see your advisor now and complete an Advisement
Form.

HERE'S THE PROCESS:
1. Check the appointment card you received in the mail.
2. Meet with your advisor.
3. Register according to your assigned appointment time in the
Registration Office or with your advisor.
4. Your schedule and bill will be mailed to you in December.
5. Pay by mail.
6. Show up Monday, January 13, 1992 for classes.

RESULT - NO LINES!
If you do not choose to follow the abvove procedure, most
sections will have closed by January, and late fees will be
charged.
NOTE: $25 LATE REGISTRATION FEEJANUARY 6-9, 1992
NO REGISTRATION OR LATE ENROLLMENT WILL BE
PERMITTED AFTER CLASSES BEGIN WITHOUT SPECIAL
PERMISSION.
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"Government is a contrivance of human
wisdom to provide for human wants.
11

-Burke

That nasty word po itic
o

What is politics? Does this word have
any relevance in today's society, or is it just
another word to describe scandal and corruption? Is it the word we so surely associate
with those crooks in Washington D.C. that
are allegedly running our country (into the
ground)?
One of our forefather's defmitions of
the word politics was "to engage in shrewd
horse trading." Not very far from the truth
is it? A common modem-day definition,
straight from Public Administration 370 is,
"the acquisition and excercise of power and
influence." It appears to me that this definition does not pertain solely to the public
sector and the bureaucracy of our government that is rapidly consuming this nation.

/ Jonathan Shanks, SGA ice Pre ident

Jonathan Shanks
SGA Vice President

. Now let's refocus our attention on the
word politics, leaving out mention of Senator
Edward Kennedy, Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas, and yes, even good old
Ollie orth.

Coastal's independence,
By JONATHAN SHANKS
SGA Vice President

The South Carolina Student Legislature (SCSL) is an organization comprised of
students throughout the state. Each participating college has two senators, while the
number of representatives is based on the
population of the school, the same way as in
the real Congress. The purpose of SCSL is
to gain the experience of learning the identical legislative process of our real state
legislature.
Students involved in SCSL write bills
and resolutions and propose them to the
committee. If the bill makes it out of committee, it then goes to the house or senate

Auto insurance complaints to be eard
Citizens will have an opportunity to
share their ideas on automobile insurance
reform at a series of public hearings planned
by a state House of Representatives' Subcommittee.
On Tuesday. Nov. 19at7 p.m. a hearing
will be held in the Court Room of the Law
Enforcement Center in Myrtle Beach, 1101
Oak Street
The House Property and Casualty Insurance Subcommittee will also hold hearings in Rock Hill and Spartanburg. Other
hearings are planned for Columbia and
Lexington in January after the Legislature
begins the 1992 session.
The Property and Casualty Insurance
Subcommittee is a branch of the House
Labor, Commerce and Industry (LCI)

e

where the delegate proposes it and has a and given to the real legislatures.
o what does this have to do with
question and answer period followed by a
debate and a vote. If the bill is passed, it goes Coastal? Being a student Senator, I recently
on to the next house for the same process. If participated in the fall session at the State
the legislation passes both houses, it then House in Columbia. My legislation progoes to the governor for his or her signature. posed the separation of Coastal from the
If it is vetoed by the governor, the bill goes USC system. Quite controversial needless
back to the original house in which it was to say, I faced fierce opposition from the
proposed to be approved by a two-thirds USC-Columbia delegation and their allies.
When all was said and done, my legislation
majority vote, or it dies.
If the bill is passed, then it goes onto the passed through both houses only tobe vetoed
next house for the same process. If cleared by the Governor. Still, it was quite an
in both houses, it overrides the governor's experience!
The point that I would like to make i
veto and becomes law. If a piece of legislature passes both houses in the Student that I did not speak for the students. facult
Legislature. whether it is signed or vetoed oradministration of this campus on the i ue
by the Governor. it is printed in a bill book of separation. What I did do was take an

State politics
Submitted by the LCI Committee of the S.C .
House of Representatives

So what about this shrewd horse trading
business and using the power of influence?
Obviously we're talking about personal gain
and getting more than at least our fair hare.
So what's wrong with getting ahead with a

Committee that will consider any automobile insurance reform legislation proposed
in 1992.
Chainnan of the Property and Casualty
Subcommittee is Rep. Jimmy Bailey. DCharleston. Other Subcommittee members
are Rep. Bubba Cromer. I-Richland; Rep.
Alex Harvin, D-Clarendon; Rep. Larry
Koon, R-Lexington; Rep. Ric Quinn, RRichland; and Rep. Roland Smith. D-Aiken.
Persons who wish to speak at the hearing in Myrtle Beach should contact the LCI
Committee office at (803) 734-3015; however, anyone attending the hearing may
speak:.
Individuals wishing to be heard are
encouraged (but not required) to bring a
written copy of their statement to the hearing to be included in the hearing files.

Nov~mber
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"Insanity in idividuals is rare--but in groups,
parties, nations, and epochs it is the rule."
-Nietzsche

Arounod You

o Make Fun
By SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

Does anyone remember who Jeffrey
Dahmer is? I haven't heard any new jokes in
a week or two, so I'll refresh your memory.
He's the guy who admitted to killing 17 boys
and young men over a 13-year span.
Now, you're wondering why I'm bringing this up. Well, it seems that Dahmer
pleaded innocent by reason of insanity and
now the courts want to test the guy to see if
he's nuts.
Right.
I don't know, I guess I kind of took it for
granted that the guy is insane. Maybe not,
maybe perfectly sane people dismember
people they are attracted to. At any rate you,
the public, will now have a chance to systematically decided whether or not Dahmer
is missing a few spots on his dice. Just give
yourself one point for each of the following
acts that you believe a sane person might do,
and zero points for each act that you believe
an insane person might be prone to. Then
read the analysis.
1) Lure people to apartment to take
nude pictures.
2) Drug people stupid enough to be
lured to apartment
3) Strangle people lured to apartment

Book Review

know I wouldn't want to be the one out there
trying to decide which square was more
fecal.
The cow's failure to perform was blamed
on her pregnancy. Well, no wonder! Who
is more fickle than a woman riddled with
take its course. When it does, and the cow hormones? She wasn't.constipated, she was
drops her load, the lucky man, woman, or pissed offbecause she felt fat and ugly and
child who purchased the excremental square had to parade around in front of spectators
wins $2000. Sounds like fun, hey?
who expected her to relieve herself in front
Actually, it's a much more complicated of them. 1 would have been a bit peevish as
proc~ss than you might think. Last year's
well.
event proved to be somewhat problematic.
Along with the cow.entertainment the
It seems that the cow dido't have to go. festival had live country music, games, and
Organizers even gave the poor animal cow food booths. This might have had something
laxatives. I suppose it's just as well that to do with the cow's refusal as well. It was
didn't work. If she'd had diarhea it might pretty rude to sell hamburgers in front of her.
have splashed into another square and 1
Who knows, maybe Dahmer is sane.

Take the Dahmer sanity test while
you wait for Bessie to take a dump.
4) Dismember people lured to apartment
5) Take photos of bodies of dismembered people lured to apartment in various
stages of mutilation (are these the nude
photos?).
6) Boil skulls of dismembered people
lured to apartment to preserve them.
Score:
o - The court system should hire you
and save a lot of money spent on mental
health experts and CAT scans.
1-6 - You don't need a brain scan either,
just take the results of this little quiz to the
nearest mental institution. Oh, and don't call
me to discuss it
Questioning sanity on a more local level
is the Moo Doo Festival held last weekend.
"What is a Moo Doo Festival" you ask?
Well, it's a nice way of saying Cow Shit
Festival.
"Yes, but what do they do?"
They turn a cow loose in a field marked
with a numbered grid and wait for nature to

Music Review

Susannah McCorkle/
Ashley Godwin, guest writer

Coastal's Wheelwright Auditorium received a most humbling compliment from
perhaps the greatest female jazz singer of
our time, Susannah McCorkle. McCorkle,
who performed on October 26, described
Wheelwright as being one of the most beautiful auditoriums she had ever performed in.
Her voice was perhaps the most beautiful
ever to have performed in it.
A Concord Jazz recording artist with a
more than 200 song repertoire, McCorkle
siveness of the Soviet Union in occupied entertained the audience with a variety of
Czechoslovakia. Other critics, including vintage and contemporary jazz songs, inmyself, see it as a manual to examine your- cluding renditions of George Gershwin, Cole
self and your sexuality. This novel presents Porter, Johnny Mercer, and Bessie Smith,
questions for your soul and philosophies among others.
Following an introductory instrumenthat burn questions in your mind.
Underlying the brilliant storyline and tal by the Allen Farnam Trio, McCorkle
equity of being, comes forth the passionate, opened with an enthusiastic performance of
intense writing of Milan Kundera. He was "The Lady is a Tramp." Not only an enthua young man living and writing in Czecho- siasticperformer, McCorkle was charismatic
slovakia during the takeover in 1968 and his as well; her gregariousness and warmth
writings project this. He has been exiled spilled from the stage and touched all in the
from his home country of Czechoslovakia audience.
Her versatility enabled her to perform
for his writings and now teaches college in
subtle
and tragically romantic songs such as
France.
Another book I recommend by Milan Paul Simon's "Still Crazy After All These
Kundera is "The Book of Laughter and Years" and follow with witty, jazzy numForgetting." And if you haven't already bers such as "Slap That Bass" with the
read it, check out the existentialist classic by smoothest transition. As she eloquently and
artfully introduced each song she molded
Albert Camus, "Caligula."
All three of these books can be found in . her performance. She transformed the moods
the ever-so-plentiful Kimbel Library along of her audience as instantly and easily as she
with other timeless classics. A variety of changed lyrics. Hwnorous, yet with a hint
new material is just waiting for eager read- of purpose, her renditions of "Housekeepers on the browsing shelf in the front of the ing For You," "1' m Miss Wilson Now," and
"The Ballad of Pearlie Sue" delighted the
library.

Twisted Image/Shannon V. Bates
"The Unbearable Lightness of Being,"
Published in 1984, is the soul searching
bible for college students attempting to
ground their lost selves. It is the
existentialist's handbook to life and existence
contemplated and dissected in the lives of
four individuals living in Czechoslovakia
during the Prague Spring of 1968.
One of the main themes discussed in
depth and implied throughout has also given
the book its title. The unbearable lightness
of being refers to the weight of true life.
Kundera expresses the idea that life is not
worth living unless it is weighted down by
trials and pain; love is not worth feeling
unless you love so deeply that it hurts at the
very core of your being.
Another main theme would be the exploration/exploitation of the sexual
assuredness of two of the main characters,
Tomas and Sabina. It also probes the timidness of the two remaining main characters,
the very passionate and hurting Franz and
Tereza. Kundera is thought, by various
critics, to have paralleled the lives of these
four main characters to that of the aggres-

.

audience. These songs were performed to
demonstrate how the image of women as
seen by men has changed through the years.
McCorkle's bilingual versions of
Brazillian songs added spice to what many
consider the American music tradition of
jazz. "Dilemma" and "No More Blues"
were performed in both English and Portuguese.
"Good Morning, Heartache," her tribute to Billie Holiday, was so well done,
many considered it better than the original
Holiday version. A beautiful rendition of
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" dedicated to
Paul Peterson, chair of the Cultural Arts
Committee, highlighted the evening.
McCorkle was ably assisted by the Allen
Farnam Trio, headed by piano player Allen
Farnam. The other members include Chuck
Redd on drums and Dennis Irwin on bass,
who many may remember performed with
Scott Hamilton last year.
Today, McCorkle's sultry voice has
placed her among jazz legends and has deservedly identified her as the best female
jazz singer of her generation. Those who
attended the concert were easily convinced.
Gratitude is extended to the Cultural Arts
Committee for their contribution of Ms . .
McCorkle to the Coastal community. The
audience was deeply enriched by her cultured and stimulating performance, and all
agree that it was an aesthetic success. The
Cultural Arts Committee is encouraged to
extend an invitation for Ms. McCorkle to

return.
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"Let us have wine and woman, mirth and
laughter,
Sermons and soda-water the day after."
-Byron
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SUbmitted by Geoff Parsons

join the International Club on their trip
to Washington, D.C. The club will leave by
bus Wednesday morning, ovember 27, at
6:30 a.m. and arnve in Washington by mid
afternoon. Participants will stay at
WashingtOn's downtown Marriot. conveniently located next to Georgetown and the
White House. Also near by are two subway
stations serving the museums. the zoo,
Capitol Hill. and the surrounding suburbs.
The Maniot is a modem hotel with
many conveniences including an indoor
swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna and a weight
room. The hotel will serve an impressive

Thanksgiving buffel on Thursday evening.
The trip will include visits to Mount
Vernon (S5.50 per person), die White H
and the Smithsonian Institution. AmP
time will be allowed for shopping and . .
to the ational Zoo, the alion8l Cathedral
and other points of interest.
The group will lea e for Myrtle Beach
on Saturday, ovember 30. at 12:
and arrive at Coastal at approximatel 9:
p.m. Accommodations will be three to four
per room.
The cost of the trip is $65•
Please contact Geoff Parson a extension 2054 to re rYe a space.
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Presenting the Second Annual Madrigal Dinner

Benefit for Chaz
IINobody·s Business
LIVE ROCK & OLL

By SARAH LOUDI
AssIstant Editor
ll

When
Saturday, November 23,

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Where
Parking lot between the football field
and the baseball field.

Why
To raise money for Chaz Russ, a
16-- month-old boy who needs kidney
transplant surg rye $2.00 minimum
donation at the gate.
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
Petitioning Service Organization
In case of rain, the concert will be held in the Uttel Theatre.

The Coastal Carolina Concert
Choir and The Upstage Company
of Coastal will hold the annual
Madrigal Yuletide Feast on lllUcsday.~. 5; Friday,~. 6; and
Saturday. Dec. 7. Each oCthe three
dinners will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Graduate and Continuing Education Building, Room 003. Tickets
are $25 and include a special meal prepared by
Carolina Catering etwork.
Each evening will feature singing and music
with the Concert Choir who will be dressed in period
costumes.
In addition to the singing will be a performance
by The Upstage Company of authentic Renaissance
dancing. The dancers will be attired in period costumes
as well; ladies in long gowns. gentlemen in tights and
tunics. The Upstage Company will also be performing
a madrigal play, "St. George and the Dragon." The
playisfiUedwithdragons,knights.giants,andhwnoW".
Tickets can be reserved by calling the WheelMight Box Office. daily, from 12 to 5 p.m., at 3492502. VISA and MasterCard are accepted.
For more information, call Carolyn Cox at 4481481,347-3161 or
546-0234. extension 2513.

Madrigal Yuletide Fea
December 5, 6, & 7

November 19, 1991
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tlThey laboriously do nothing."
-Seneca

r--

Intramural update

I

Going up the wall

Articles and photgraph submitted by the Intramural Department

Fitness week brings new activities
The Intramural Department ran a fitness week sponsored by Reebok October
21-24. During the fitness week new activities were introduced, such as water aerobics
and inner-tube water polo.
The activities were a blast and selected
participants recieved Timex watches,
Reebok sneakers, and t-shirts. Also donations such as Tampax samples and Ocean
Spray drinks were given away.

The winner of the six mile bike race was
Steve Fabrizio; the three mile walk winner
was Patrick King; water polo saw John
Sautner victorious; and the volleyball skills
contest was one by William Feagin. Other
free prizes were selected from all participants
in the drawing.
Thanks for all those participants!
We look forward to the new inner-tube
water polo league in Novemer.

Flag football champs named
The fall 1991 intramural flag football season has now ceded a champion.
Sixteen teams participated in exciting,
and sometimes rough, competition during the mouth long season.
The championship game was played
on Wednesday, Ocl30. The two teams,
SID and OPP were very well matched.
Through the course of the game, the lead
changed four times.
At halftime, OPP led SID 14-12,
and managed to widen that margin by
four more. OPP took the title home with
a 26-20 victory.

Congratulations to OPP and thankS
to everyone who took part-players,
officials, and staff.
The free aerobics sessions continue
in the dance studio at the P.E. center.
One intramural champion t-shirt per
month will be given away in a drawing
for everyone who attends. Sessions are
held Monday and Wednesday from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday
from 6 to 7 p.m.
For more infonnation please call
349-2830 or stop by the intramural office,
WBAX 1 behind the P.E. center.

The winners!

Mark Priganc eagerly awaits his chance to scale the new wall recently
installed in Coastal's Kimbel Gymnasium (phot by Steve Westlund).

Upcoming men's basketball schedule

opp reigns as the flag football champ. Pictured from left to right are
(back row) Chris Thompson. Jeff Newton. Kevin Conley. ~reg Doner,
Steve Ackles. marty Avant, (front row) Duran Johnson, Abe Sofa.
Bruce Killian, and Mike Lemer.

November 22
SHORTER
7:30 p.m.
November 25
at South Carolina State
7:30 p.m.
November 29-Dec. 2. at Great AI.askan Shootout TBA
December 7
at Wisconsin
12:05 p.m. (CSn
December 16
LNINGSTONE
7:30 p.m.
December 19
at Evansville
7:35 p.m.
at Montana
8 p.m. (MSn
December 21
December 27-28
at All College Tourney
9:15 p.m. (CSn
(Coastal vs. Texas Christian, Morehead St. vs. Oklohoma)
January 4
at UNC-Charlotte
7:30 p.m.
January 8
DAVIDSON
7:30 p.m.

History. Club Crossword Puzzle #2 ByPATRIOT
Welcome to the second most diabolical puzzle yet devised by the mind of man--the History Cub Crossword Puzzle. If you get the whole thing right submit the answer with your name
to the box outside the History Dept., Keams Hall. Winner will receive a pizza from Dominae's, ties will be broken in a drawing.

Coastal Concert
Connection

54. Princess
55. Ancient Greek, loved food (1)
58. Knock-out
59. loshua's co-spy; Moses let him in
60. British radio humor; " _ Music" or
Word"
61. Revenge of the _ _
62. Herschieser
64. French right-winger Le __
65. Christmas greeting;
abcdefghijldmnopqrstuvwxyz
67. Confederate poet laureate
68. They shall be fIrst
72. Wycliffs followers
DOWN
1. French Revolution massacre site
2. A_dvark
3. Wood tool
4. Hell
5. Old Kinhook
6. Gunter Grass' "Drum"
8. 10 walk: about and guard
9. symbol for polonium
10. Taiwan's initials
11. Khomeini's death-sentence on
Rushdie, in Persian
12. The playwright so nice, they named
him twice: 'Three men in a boat"
14. Sykes-_ _ agreement in Palestine
15. Rebellious group in Nigeria
16. Relax
17. Dred Scott's Chief Justice
.] 19. "Peace" in Hebrew

ACROSS
1. 16th cent Swedish ruling family
5. __ politick; policy toward Russia
7. The Man vs. the State
9. Drove snakes from Ireland
11. Noah fled it
13. First king of France
15. In U.S. Senate, hated League of
Nations
18. British war in S. Africa
19. Rousseau's contract
21. The jazz singer
22. Fourth note
23. What the Mahareshi preached
24. Nock's cultured minority
25. Don't perceive it visually or aurally,
and don't promulgate it
27. Kellog-Briand; "the international _ t o
28. Guy from Shropshire
30. He was honest
32. Philip IV hated these knights
34. Molier's contemporary
36. "Hallelujah. fm a _ _"
39. German Enlightenment
44. Penninsula in Thailand
. 45. Dead Palme
47. Le roi du soliel
48. Prefix for "old"
.50. Je suis, tu - ' il est
52. Son of Noah. saw dad trashed

[
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Jealous Sky Rick·s Cafe; Tbe
Spots Smid-Dre's; Eddie
Bush King's Road Tavern;
MGM Blues Band Magic
Bus; Jethro Tull Richmond
Masque

18
Mighty, Mighty Rack fI
Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz
Misfits Corbin's

19

HOlDe GI'OWII Band Rick's
Cafe; The Spots Smid-Dre'a;
Eddie BusII King's Road
Tavern; Legendary
Diamonds 2001

26

.IeIIe H. . . . . Rick's Cafe;

SIIid-Dre'sj Mike Ed..,. " tilt

The Slndy Monkey; Point
Bauk wiah TIle StNU Maaic
Bus;R
H
oa
Oscar's

. . Kille's RoM TaftI'aj 7lII

21

Jealous Sky Rick's Cafe;
Home Grown Band Rick's
lBrIttlP1~
Buming Spear Purple Gator; Cafe; Full Readion Corbin's; The ads Rick's Cafe;TKO
Forgotten ffipsters
Forgotten Hipsters
2001; Bumlng Spear Cat's
Smid-Dre's; MGM Blues
Smid-Dre's; Swinging
Cradle; Wild Men from
Band Magic Bus
Medallions 2001
Borneo Smid-Dre's; Drivla'
Cryin' Fox Theater

25

10...... 1.,.
TItt Sera.
Gar.;C... ......
c...u.. C.....; TItt
Rick's Cafe; TIle KiIetks
BauedAtbaIii NiPOJfe; Ed6

20

27

28

( December 1991

Hea•• _1; PaUl LoY. .
Cowboys

Misfits Corbin's; TKO 2001

Joa_ Jett with 4
Purple Gator; Perfect
Smid-Dre's; Robert
CooperCorbin's; David
Rockett at the Boosters
Atlantis; Terry Hogan Sandy
Monkey; ot Bad for White
Boys Rick's; 49 Reasons with
Bedlam Hour and Brother
Rude Magic Bus
29

3

Mighty, Mighty Rack fI

Forgotten Hipsters

Spa. Rick's Cafe; Jazz

Smid-Dre's; Jealous y
Rick's Cafe; Jazz Mlsftts

MIsfIts Corbin's; TKO 2001

5

Junior Smid-Dre's; The
Ozzy Osbonte with
Platters 2001; H.... e Grown Grooves Grady Cole Center;
BaIMl Ride's Cafe
The Spots Smid-Dre·s; The
Nads Rick's Cafe: Vogue
2001; The Outlaws illusions

Corbin's

9

4

10

11

12

23

24

Jesse Hoaoo-b Rick's Cafe;
Dal'id Rockett at die
BooIters Atlantis ightlife;
Terry Hog_ The Sandy
Monkey; Russell at HaI",Ultonll ?<:::;::<}>:« <>/:::{< ::/;;::/::1
Oscar's; 38 Spedal Fox
Theater

)

Home Grown Band Rick's
The ads Rick's Cafe;
See Spot Ru. Smid-Dre's;
Hearts & Bones Smid-Dre's; Cafe; Hearts & Bones
Russel & Ha..iboll
Usa H dsoa The Sandy
Joan Jett flaming Mug
Smid-Dre's; The .,:nif!l"tJr,i_1od Smid-Dre's: The KJdds 2001: Monkey; The Kidds 200 1;
2001; Joan Jett illusioos
Uncle Woederful Magic Bus
obody's Business Ride's
Cafe; Joan Jell Long Bnnch
Cub

2

Mike EdWU'd & tile a-lied Jea IllS Ladren &c:hm&e
Atlanti ighllife; '7111
Park; Hearts . . . .
Heava. 2001; Usa H . . . .

22

Jealous Sky Rick"s Cafe;

Mighty, Mighty Rack fI

Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz

20. Whitman's "Grass"
21. German fanner class
22. Teapot Dome Secretary; he too one,
too
26. TV show; "Miami _ _"
29. Latin city; _ _ Longa
30. Bill's friends
31 . "October Surprise" witness; claims 10
be pilot
33. FREEBIE!!! "Lars"
35. Keat's edition of Homer
37. "Fifth BeatIe" George
38. The Way
40. _ _ de r of teh Burgundies
41. Knock-out
42. Disease or wolf
43. Artificial Intelligence
45. Merrye _ _ England
46. ewton's mathematical foe
49. Old Sri Lanka
51. Athenian lawmaker
53. In cards, the highest or lowest
56. Yo-yo's ax
57. Psychiatrist Liang
60. French for sea
63. Find them in Cincirmati or in Mosco
(but no more)
64. Cambodian Pot
66. Hindu mantra
69. The jazz singer's first name
70. What Silverado was (ask George's 'd)
71. T enninal Angst (I made this up
myself)

Jeae H. . . . Rick's Cafe;
Usa Hudsoa The Sandy
Monkey; The Kidds 2001;
Marshal TlICker Band The
Showcase

7

6
Kinetics Smid-Dre's;
Terry Hog_ The Sandy
Monkey; Vogue 2001; TIle
Violets Magic Bus

Ten-y Hopa The Sandy
Monkey; JaR H. . . .b
Rick's Cafe; V.- 2001;
Lonaome Daves F....t
Cadillacks; GarIII Brooks
a.arloae Coliseum; DV
WIcked Ways Maaic Bus

13

Coastal Carolina Concert Connection / Compiled by Susanne
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UPPER-CLASS
. LIVING
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RestMlrant Row

626-7666

449-8700

1706 S. Kings Hwy.

.., .. 1J:'.

:--- ~

Myrtle Beach

Myrtle Buch

Soc.t..

449-2469 ~~~

650-3030

5221 N. Kings Hwy.

5525 Dictt Pood Rd.

N. Myrtle Beach

Surfilde B.lCh

249-8181

509 Hwy 17 North _ _ __
Conway

248-3646
1223 16th Ave.

-.

9900·0 N. Kings Hwy.

238-8500
~ Hwy 17 South .

Ilam - I am Sun-Thurs
Ilam - 2 am Frl & Sat

N'
. M, anagemen.
..
t'
.. ;e.'w·'
We are now offering custom . . fit
leases ... You name the terms.
..

f

~ ..

Apartments-are fully furnished including
desk, washer & dryer, and all appliances.

SHARE A BEDROOM & BATH
$160 per month

-or-

HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM AND BATH

THE

$259 per month
, ...~~It:
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MYRTLE BEACH
RESORT ~
Luxurious Ocean Front Condos

CROSSROADS APAltTMENTS

Furnished 1 & 2 bedroom units from $400/month
6 Pool, (2 indoor), 6 Tennis Courts
Jacuzzis, Saunas, etc.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Telephone, Water, Cable, Electricity
Highway 5~ 'J one-half mile west of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347 .. 3393
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5.

OFFROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS

RESORT B.ROKERAGE
SERVICES
238-1559
(out of state 1-800-845-0529)

